
COULD THIS BE THE NEXT HOMERUN? WATCH BLLB LIKE A HAWK 
STARTING MONDAY, JULY 23rd!

Trade Date: Monday, July 23rd, 2007
Company: Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.
Symbol: BLLB.PK
Current Price: 0.245
5-day Target: 1
Current Market: Extremely Bullish
Rating: 10+
Recommendation: Strong Buy

About Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.

Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. was founded in 1995 as a family owned and 
operated business, dedicated to producing the finest all-natural gourmet 
food products on the market. This dedication to excellence has garnered them 
recognition throughout the industry and many national awards for both taste 
and packaging. Through the years, the company has grown to include 5 brands, 
239 products, sold in all 50 States and overseas through grocery stores, 
specialty gourmet & gift shops and big box retailers. 

Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. products are sold under the brands: 
Captain Rodney’s, Rose & Ivy, Simplify, Bell Buckle Country Store 
and Bainbridge Festive Foods!

MEMBERS SHOULD PICK UP BLLB AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE ON MONDAY!
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS GOING TO SEND IT OFF THE CHARTS!
WE ALL KNOW THAT IN THIS BUSINESS IT’S THE BIG ANNOUNCEMENTS 
THAT MAKE THESE STOCKS EXPLODE!!!



It had good audience figures but it had no credibility among its supposed target
 audience.
That is the secret of the voluntary sector.
The approach proposed by Belasco and Strayer is described by reference to a floc
k of geese, who fly in tight formation, but where the leadership of the flock ch
anges frequently.
In my opinion the answer is yes provided that you have the necessary technology 
and an appropriate management culture.
These watchdogs are more like referees and linesmen than actually players.
About the author Alistair Schofield is Managing Director of Extensor Limited.
It has nothing to do with having charisma or other exotic personality traits.
Corporate social responsibility is about meeting these expectations.
And what is even more interesting than to find out "what" is to ask "why"?
Non-executives too easily get hoodwinked by the dynamism and charisma of the Imp
erial boss.
Focussing on one niche to the exclusion of others guarantees that depth of knowl
edge.
Innovation What is the definition of innovation?
By pure coincidence, Tom Beesley, the Station Manager, was walking past and over
heard our conversation.
A group of people can form the top management team, sharing decisions and respon
sibilities, combining their workloads.
Where the consultant concerned understood these things, the recruitment process 
tended to be more successful.
Management culture - It is no good sending your staff out armed with the informa
tion necessary to make significant decisions if they do not have the ability or 
authority to use it.
The disposal of failed leaders is still a standard piece of management control t
heory.
About the author Alistair Schofield is the Managing Director of Extensor Limited
 and can be contacted at   .
The job of management can only be performed by managers and in the West that mea
ns a pyramid narrowing to the apex.
Back to Book Reviews    To receive details of all new articles, interviews and b



ook reviews, subscribe to our monthly newsletter here.
It was great as for the first time we were able to have a strategy for the BBC o
verall and provide our combined audiences with a consistent approach.
In short, this is a book that is clear in philosophy and practical in applicatio
n.
The information will also enables decisions to be taken on more complex criteria
 than simply price and gross margin.
Once dishonest, unethical conduct is allowed to take hold, failure will follow.
Our standard of living and cost infrastructure is simply too high to ever compet
e with the likes of China, India or some of the Latin American countries.
It is for this reason that I particularly like this book.
Motivating versus controlling and problem solving.
I pointed out that I needed to go back to Cambridge to take my finals but would 
welcome the job after that.
But the issues of strategic or operational failure, though they should predomina
te, are not often the cases which see watchdogs to bark - and bite.
Once dishonest, unethical conduct is allowed to take hold, failure will follow.
However, the answer to WICH?
People in Pseudo Teams, on the other hand, have a need to work collaboratively, 
but have not yet got their act together.
However, at this point I want to introduce a completely different word: dettle.
Army commands have one leader, and their reach is every bit as imperial as that 
of a power-hungry corporate czar.
An idea for delivering that value has been found.
But the authors point out that implementing this empowered approach is not easy.

Around six out of ten adults in the US now work without pay in any year for caus
es they believe in.
Longer term we believe that our approach will prove itself in the value the cand
idates we place bring to their business.
In my opinion, established teams will inevitably display attributes of all stage
s of development at different times and will vary according to circumstances.
Both are necessary but whereas management is about coping with complexity, leade
rship is about coping with change.
Bob was a big supporter of the show and often called in to do an interview whene
ver he was in the Midlands.
Strange then that that board members should think that anyone else will be deepl
y inspired by a vision of making their numbers every quarter.
More recently Dell introduced the concept to the PC market such that customers d
o not buy a standard PC, but rather commission a specific PC to be built.
Having frequently been asked what the difference is between management and Leade
rship, Gill McKay decided to put pen to paper.
The BBC decided to merge the management of radio and television and I was given 
responsibility for all popular music.
Katzenbach and Smith found that they could also plot the progression of these va
rious groups on a performance curve which measures team effectiveness against th
e performance impact of the team.
They must also ensure they are their own toughest watchdog.
It was great as for the first time we were able to have a strategy for the BBC o
verall and provide our combined audiences with a consistent approach.
Longer term we believe that our approach will prove itself in the value the cand
idates we place bring to their business.
Plural management fits all those watchdogs better.
One of them is the Law of Diminishing Returns.
All the corporate stories are European, which may make this work more accessible
 to many individuals, as most emotional intelligence literature is North America
n.
As with any good scientist, you observe the experiment carefully to analyse the 
action and the results.
In my opinion our future lies in recognising that we are a knowledge economy and



 investing accordingly.
Plural management fits all those watchdogs better.
The approach proposed by Belasco and Strayer is described by reference to a floc
k of geese, who fly in tight formation, but where the leadership of the flock ch
anges frequently.
This sort of culture change is not something that one can make rules for.
Connect with all the passions people have and they will follow you to the ends o
f the earth, they will buy your products and services with pride and often work 
for next to nothing.
But what has all this got to do with employers and employees?
Around six out of ten adults in the US now work without pay in any year for caus
es they believe in.
The show was broadcast every weekday evening and was a big hit.
Katzenbach and Smith found that they could also plot the progression of these va
rious groups on a performance curve which measures team effectiveness against th
e performance impact of the team.
The also get a very good deal, especially for people at the top end of the marke
t.
But the good experiences were always because of an individual, never because of 
a process.
No part of this site may be reproduced in any form without the prior written per
mission of Extensor Limited.
The growth of large organisations led to the creation of management hierarchies 
as a method of maintaining control over things such as planning, budgeting, repo
rting, supervising and so on.
"  However, the down-side is a reputation outside of the commercial environment 
for inefficiency, sloppy management, restrictive practices and resistance to cha
nge.
So during the Easter vacation of my final year, I thought I would find out if th
is was true and so wandered into the local radio station in my and asked the rec
eptionist if there were any jobs going.
Good management means that, even in the most complex of organisations, things ha
ppen in an orderly and controlled fashion.
The Colvin-McColough Syndrome is the toughest nut for a manager to crack.
The negative forces in play are very hard to resist.
In these cases the watchdogs have very restricted powers.
It also makes the organisation more responsive to changing market circumstances 
and ensures that the actions of everyone are more closely aligned with the overa
ll strategy.
If the board is divided by strategy, the critics begin at a considerable disadva
ntage.
The corporation has almost zero commitment to the individual, so it is unrealist
ic to expect the individual to lay down his or her life for the corporation.
can take the plural form.
This process begins at the vision stage by expressing the vision in a way that a
ppeals to common values and makes achievement of the new direction important to 
those being led.
One key element of success in this is the need for informal networks of likemind
ed individuals that can facilitate change in the same way that formal management
 structures ensure control and order.
Technology - We live in a permanently connected age where even remote workers ca
n be in constant contact with their manager and colleagues.
In other words, management is about doing things right; leadership is about doin
g the right things.
Expect more corporations to start adopting some of the language, culture and cha
racteristics of nonprofits, while nonprofits will continue to make huge efforts 
to become more business-like.
However, at this point I want to introduce a completely different word: dettle.
It involves providing encouragement and help when progress is tough, and recogni
tion of success when it is achieved.



If people ignore or dismiss powerful management principles, the watchdogs should
 ask why - loud and clear - before bad figures show bad consequences.
The clearly defined function of each team clarifies the thinking and ensures tha
t every aspect of an innovation is fully considered.
Business has a lot to learn.
At most executive conferences I ask the audience the same question: how many peo
ple have given time to work for nothing in the last year for a cause you really 
believe in?
Philip Whiteley is a management journalist and a critic of accountancy-based man
agement models.
If people ignore or dismiss powerful management principles, the watchdogs should
 ask why - loud and clear - before bad figures show bad consequences.
Extensor - Article: Management and Leadership - What’s the difference?
The approach proposed by Belasco and Strayer is described by reference to a floc
k of geese, who fly in tight formation, but where the leadership of the flock ch
anges frequently.
’    Click here if you would like to purchase a copy of this book.
The momentum always lies with the chief executive who puts forward a grand strat
egy because rejection by the board implies a lack of confidence in the boss.
Is it any wonder that so many of us find it difficult?
I have arrived at this conclusion for the following three reasons.
In my experience, the combination of an empowering management culture and good i
nformation, disseminated appropriately throughout the organisation, makes for a 
highly effective business.
Corporate social responsibility is about meeting these expectations.
The approach is based on the idea that individuals can usefully think in terms o
f possessing different leadership styles, and deploying one rather than another 
as the situation demands.
As Programme Controller, it was my first real management job.
More importantly, this constant need for change is not simply occurring at the t
op of the organisation, it is a pressure being experienced at all levels in the 
organisation.
It is following as opposed to leading; not wanting to be left behind but not wan
ting to take the risks.
This process begins at the vision stage by expressing the vision in a way that a
ppeals to common values and makes achievement of the new direction important to 
those being led.
You could learn more about them in three minutes than in the last three years wo
rking together.
Well devised and executed policy should make managers immune from watchdog inter
ference.
Expect well-run nonprofits, led by spiritual refugees from corporate life, to se
ize a growing share of government contracts, especially in health care and educa
tion, and to attract huge talent.
The Colvin-McColough Syndrome is the toughest nut for a manager to crack.
But employers are starting to take note.
But the good experiences were always because of an individual, never because of 
a process.
If the idea team comes up with stand-alone digital printers then the implementat
ion team can investigate the availability or possibility of these.
They would have to be detailed in their findings in a quite specific way.
Obviously it was an awful deal.
Philip Whiteley is a management journalist and a critic of accountancy-based man
agement models.
can take the plural form.
Ask your colleagues about the work they do for nothing and you may be shocked.
According to the report in Business Week, you cannot give that old single answer
 of a single person in charge any more.
We do not exist to make profits for shareholders and all the surplus we make is 
ploughed back into developing even better services in the future.



com implores business to create a climate in which there is a willingness to try
 new things and explore new possibilities.
Because of this, a lot of organisations are reluctant to try new things.
Non-profits are a growing part of the UK and US economies and can have significa
nt advantages because their mission is pure and simple: "We exist only to help t
hose in need of our services.
New Words, New Thinking  I f there is a need for a new word for some behaviour, 
some concept or some state of mind, then introducing that new word is hard.
In between he was MD of various retail businesses including BT shops and has wor
ked as a consultant to the retail industry.
He invited me into his office, interviewed me and offered me a job as a journali
st there and then.
The increase affluence of workers in Bangalore is translating into increased dem
and for goods and services, much of it western in origin.
By transferring jobs and know-how to lower wage economies, we are effectively he
lping them develop.
The effective use of this technology therefore requires that the organisation ha
s strong leadership skills at all levels.
But the good experiences were always because of an individual, never because of 
a process.
Nor is leadership necessarily better than management or a replacement for it.
A defined value has been discovered.
This sort of culture change is not something that one can make rules for.
So the Cambridge University careers advisor was wrong?
My conclusion therefore is that offshoring, used appropriately, is beneficial to
 companies, consumers and the country.
In between he was MD of various retail businesses including BT shops and has wor
ked as a consultant to the retail industry.
Non-profits are a growing part of the UK and US economies and can have significa
nt advantages because their mission is pure and simple: "We exist only to help t
hose in need of our services.
My conclusion therefore is that offshoring, used appropriately, is beneficial to
 companies, consumers and the country.
However, the answer to WICH?
This could indeed catapult their combined PC businesses to world leadership.
However, at this point I want to introduce a completely different word: dettle.
It is in placing better candidates, who will deliver more and stay longer that w
e seek to differentiate ourselves from our competitors.
All the corporate stories are European, which may make this work more accessible
 to many individuals, as most emotional intelligence literature is North America
n.
Technology - We live in a permanently connected age where even remote workers ca
n be in constant contact with their manager and colleagues.
If anything happens to the lead buffalo, or if he makes a wrong decision, the re
st of the herd typically stand by not knowing what to do.
Philip Whiteley is a management journalist and a critic of accountancy-based man
agement models.
If not, it undoubtedly is not.
More importantly, this constant need for change is not simply occurring at the t
op of the organisation, it is a pressure being experienced at all levels in the 
organisation.
The assessment team can now assess the whole project.
If the idea team comes up with stand-alone digital printers then the implementat
ion team can investigate the availability or possibility of these.
It only exists for as long as we are using it.
What did you do after Live Aid?
It is following as opposed to leading; not wanting to be left behind but not wan
ting to take the risks.
At the same time, many people have this intense drive, when touched in the right
 way, to work for absolutely nothing.



Managers not only need all the moral reinforcement available from external sourc
es.
This in turn improves employee engagement and company loyalty while at the same 
time reducing the pressures on senior management.
Innovation What is the definition of innovation?
However, at this point I want to introduce a completely different word: dettle.
Anyone who has ever spent any time at all with Bob will tell you that it is impo
ssible not to be swept along by his energy, enthusiasm and charisma.
Click here if you would like to purchase a copy of this book.
It was great as for the first time we were able to have a strategy for the BBC o
verall and provide our combined audiences with a consistent approach.
She failed to accept the inevitability of decline.
Connect with all the passions people have and they will follow you to the ends o
f the earth, they will buy your products and services with pride and often work 
for next to nothing.
In my opinion the answer is yes provided that you have the necessary technology 
and an appropriate management culture.
If the board is divided by strategy, the critics begin at a considerable disadva
ntage.
The negative forces in play are very hard to resist.
The negative forces in play are very hard to resist.
Where the consultant concerned understood these things, the recruitment process 
tended to be more successful.
Improper financial direction is undoubtedly a threat, but by far the biggest dan
ger to the health and wealth of the business is simple, non-financial mismanagem
ent.
But employers are starting to take note.
These watchdogs are more like referees and linesmen than actually players.
The also get a very good deal, especially for people at the top end of the marke
t.
People in Pseudo Teams, on the other hand, have a need to work collaboratively, 
but have not yet got their act together.
This is because people within Working Groups are able to get on with their work 
individually and have little or no need to work together.
In short, this is a book that is clear in philosophy and practical in applicatio
n.
About the author Alistair Schofield is Managing Director of Extensor Limited.
Last-century success meant making big profits for shareholders, with few questio
ns asked.
The information will also enables decisions to be taken on more complex criteria
 than simply price and gross margin.
More importantly, this constant need for change is not simply occurring at the t
op of the organisation, it is a pressure being experienced at all levels in the 
organisation.
Even where teams are involved, recognitions still tends to remains focused on in
dividuals.
But the authors point out that implementing this empowered approach is not easy.

A new word has permanence, like a town.
com implores business to create a climate in which there is a willingness to try
 new things and explore new possibilities.
Plural management fits all those watchdogs better.
But is it really such a good idea to involving so many people in the running of 
our businesses?
The creation of strong informal networks can help ensure that individual or depa
rtmental visions can be complementary rather than fragmented.
Longer term we believe that our approach will prove itself in the value the cand
idates we place bring to their business.
New Words, New Thinking  I f there is a need for a new word for some behaviour, 
some concept or some state of mind, then introducing that new word is hard.



At the same time, many people have this intense drive, when touched in the right
 way, to work for absolutely nothing.
Obviously it was an awful deal.
The information will also enables decisions to be taken on more complex criteria
 than simply price and gross margin.
Once dishonest, unethical conduct is allowed to take hold, failure will follow.
First, it is inevitable.
A great deal of lip service is paid to innovation because it is always easier to
 talk about it than actually do anything about it.
A group of people can form the top management team, sharing decisions and respon
sibilities, combining their workloads.
Possibly the difficulty in this area is the bias that exists within our domestic
 and business culture towards individualism.
These watchdogs are more like referees and linesmen than actually players.
The show was broadcast every weekday evening and was a big hit.
One simple definition of management is "coping with complexity".
com implores business to create a climate in which there is a willingness to try
 new things and explore new possibilities.
Whilst management focuses on controlling complex processes, leadership is about 
challenging the existing ways of doing things and setting new directions for the
 organisation.
It also makes the organisation more responsive to changing market circumstances 
and ensures that the actions of everyone are more closely aligned with the overa
ll strategy.
We do not exist to make profits for shareholders and all the surplus we make is 
ploughed back into developing even better services in the future.
Others have introduced flexi-time, flexible benefits and even job-sharing as a m
eans of catering for individual needs and to draw more people into the workforce
.
"  However, the down-side is a reputation outside of the commercial environment 
for inefficiency, sloppy management, restrictive practices and resistance to cha
nge.
If you try the impossible, you will fail.
Others have introduced flexi-time, flexible benefits and even job-sharing as a m
eans of catering for individual needs and to draw more people into the workforce
.
This helps ensure that the decisions taken by anyone in the business are consist
ent with the companies overall objectives.
But the issues of strategic or operational failure, though they should predomina
te, are not often the cases which see watchdogs to bark - and bite.
By freeing our management from the encumbrance of these task-oriented functions 
leaves us free to concentrate on new developments and innovation.
But a more directive style may be necessary at a time of crisis.
However, this is analogous to changing the labels on the buttons on a control pa
nel, without changing the connections to the things they operate.
Direction-setting is about defining where we need to change and laying out the n
ew direction.
If not, it undoubtedly is not.
About the author Edward de Bono is the world’s leading authority in the field of
 creative thinking and the teaching of thinking as a skill.
In my experience, the combination of an empowering management culture and good i
nformation, disseminated appropriately throughout the organisation, makes for a 
highly effective business.
Both are necessary but whereas management is about coping with complexity, leade
rship is about coping with change.
Many businesses now conduct annual employee surveys - some even act on the findi
ngs!
Whilst management focuses on controlling complex processes, leadership is about 
challenging the existing ways of doing things and setting new directions for the
 organisation.



Complete Leadership  is a book that both shows people how to lead, and tells the
m why such development is commercially important.
But employers are starting to take note.
The implementation team can also research who would own and service these machin
es.
The show was broadcast every weekday evening and was a big hit.
In the past, the response to the power of employers to impose terms and conditio
ns on workers has been for workers to negotiate collectively through the Union.
The new word finds a location in the brain.
This could indeed catapult their combined PC businesses to world leadership.
At the same time, many people have this intense drive, when touched in the right
 way, to work for absolutely nothing.


